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POWERFUL AND FEATURE-RICH MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

Eliminate high POS support costs due to application rollout, incomplete downloads, multiple attempts, 
and long transfer cycles of system operations with the ATMS. Our system has the ability to effectively 
and proficiently manage mass updates and support for POS terminals, minimizing downtime and 
merchant intervention. Let the ATMS navigate the complexities of POS support so the focus can stay on 
what’s important to your business.

ATMS
AMP Terminal Management System

Download Automation
Precise scheduling and 

configurations

Download Recovery
Automatically resumes

at the point of failure

Business Intelligence
Monitors, collects, and 

analyzes device-driven data 

FEATURES

POWERFUL FUNCTIONALITY

Easily update applications, parameters, and firmware remotely

Effeciently manage mass-updates and application rollouts

Seamless multi-platform & multi-device terminal management

Secure access, permissions, and fraud prevention

Sophisicated parameter management, including EMV

Terminal onboarding through various integration channels

ATMS Monitor to show download/upload status, progress, details, and origin

Works seamlessly with the AMP Ecosystem - BaseApp, Marketplace, etc.

Greatly reduces download-related communication costs

ADVANCED DOWNLOADING

Automation reduces intervnetion, support, service, and downtime

Enables downloads in the background and during off-hours

Downloads resume from the point of interuption instead of restarting

No more merchant-terminal interface required

Supports multiple servers and multiple application downloads

Schedule device downloads without merchant intervention 

ENTERPRISE READY

Reduces manual intervention and eliminates onsite visits 

Status or application upload directly form the terminal

ATMS Admin Portal provides powerful component menagement

ATMS Comm Server to provide scalability and configure download scenarios

REPORTING & ANALYTICS

Comprehensive user management and auditing

Customizable reporting and XML data import/export

Increased data visibility and visualization

Communication with back office or enterprise applications

Efficiently collects data from all terminals

Proactively flags and deals with issue to reduce support calls

Elevates customer/merchant retention & engagement




